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The term Twin Flame is fairly new

but the concept is ancient.  It refers

to the soul's separation of itself into

male and female.  Each part gains

experiences until they are ready to

reunite, merge and become One

once again.

Mission

To encourage healing and

personal spiritual growth.

Essentialy, to bring those who are

ready to the next level.

Please also visit our sister site

www.twin-flame-healing.com

  Transmutation Energy System

Insights passed through the ages are shared- free

of cultural and  historic biases. These insights are

offered to those who seek growth, healing as well

as treat others ailments.

This is a truly unique system of healing and

personal spiritual growth. 

Click for more information

Beyond Rei Ki Master Training

The more complete version of Dr. Usui's system is

offered here.  It consists of 18 levels and the title

of "Grand Master".

Click for more information

  Rei Ki Re-Attunements

Reiki masters who desire to continue their Reiki

education must become acquaintanted with

information that is not normally offered during the

weekend training that most Reiki masters go

through to receive certification.

click for more information

Ma. Carolina Massone RGMT

is a graduate from Stony Brook

University of New York with a

degree in Religious Studies

specializing on archaic philosophy

and symbology. She is an inducted

minister and an honorary

highpriestess of the Universal Life

Church Monastery.

click for more

Lawrence Howard, LAc is a New

York State licensed Acupuncturist

since 1998. He graduated in 1998

and earned his masters in 2001

Pacific College of Oriental

Medicine.

click for more
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 is a graduate

from Stony Brook University of New York

with a degree in Religious Studies

specializing on archaic philosophy and

symbology. She is an inducted minister

and an honorary high priestess of the

Universal Life Church Monastery. 

Although she has been practicing

various forms of energy healing from a

young age, she received her first official

Reiki certificate in 1996. She was

awarded the prestigious Reiki

Grandmaster certificate in 2011 making

her one of the few in the country with

that mention. Since then she has

expanded her studies to a variety of

energy healing techniques that include

Celtic, Egyptian, Hindi, kabbalistic and

Gnostic systems among others. She has

guided mass meditations of up to 300

people and is one of the founding

members of The Master Shift group

which has organized a few global

meditation endeavors, the very first one

of which included 22 countries. From

then it has grown exponentially and the

group continues to offer global unity

moments for various causes. 

Carolina is a lecturer and an author,

currently writing her first book on the fall

of the sacred feminine and its

implications on the social structure in

Ireland. 

She also holds a sister site in which she

offers local healing and training

services www.twin-flame-healing.com

 is a New York

State licensed Acupuncturist since 1998.

He graduated in 1998 and earned his

masters in 2001 from Pacific College of

Oriental Medicine. He worked as a

subject matter expert for the NCCAOM

for 4 years. He has numerous articles

published such as “Diagnosis by

touching the qi” , and “My patient, my

teacher and the four gates” among

others. He has been developing a style

of acupuncture he calls “energetic

acupuncture” where various forms of

energy healing augment traditional

Chinese medicine diagnosis, treatment

and theory. He received his first Reiki

certification in 1994 and was awarded

the Reiki Master certification in 2007. He

has offered his expert advice to The

Master Shift group, an emerging

meditation organization which goal is to

organize what they termed "cause

meditations". He is currently an instructor

at New York College of Health

Professions.

Ma. Carolina Massone Lawrence G. Howard
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